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Instructor: Quinn, Thomas (Primary)

Illinois Wesleyan University

There were: 13 possible respondents.
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Truthfully, I believe I am a better prepared actor and artist for when I am given the opportunity to work on a set. I will know, generally, how to behave and
how to assist the process the best way I can.

 

The learning experiences was beneficial as an actor. I had never done film work until this class and I learned a lot from taking this class. 

It made me love acting even more than what I thought was possible. The time and hours spent on film made it even more worthwhile. I wish we had some
more equipment, people, etc to help this program grow, with such heavy interest from the students growing around the film minor in general.

 

I have learned so much about acting, editing, and movie-making as a whole in this class. 

Question: Please elaborate on the quality of your learning experience. Within your response you may address the value of what you learned from
the course; how the course may have changed you; and whether it was a worthwhile experience for you overall. Please include any suggestions you
have for changes that may enhance the learning experience for future students.

 

As an Actor, I truly could not have waited any longer to take this course as acting on the camera has been a dream of mine to explore for quite some time.
While my roots are in stage theatre, I always love the opportunity to explore other passions. Within that exploration for this class, were a multitude of
assigned or self assigned scenes covering various topics. This allowed all individuals as well as the class to truly grow as actors, technicians, editors,
production assistants, camera operators, etc...

 

The course was designed were we began starting with film monologues and then continue into small film blocking scenes. After we started filming our shirt
films.

 

THIS CLASS IS AMAZING. The acting opportunities and experiences to create art in a new way was so incredible. I loved the short films so much. They
were a highlight of my college career so far. This semester in this class has been the first time I have felt like I really grew in my degree.

 

We made films and it was such an incredible experience! 

Question: Evaluate the Course Design and Content.  Within your response, you may discuss which papers, projects, or other assignments provided
the best learning opportunities; which readings were most and least helpful; the usefulness of the syllabus in clarifying course goals and
expectations; and the level and amount of work.
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Question: What is your expected grade: 
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Honestly, who doesnt love some bit of Tom Quinn in their life? Truly fantastic! But seriously, as I have stated before, I am really privileged to have such a
show and go professor and experience with Tom. We prepared as much as we can before and while on set, but if we ran into an issue everyone was trained
and taught in such a way that allowed the handling of the issue to go as smoothly as possible. Wonderful man, challenging professor, and soothing presence
to be around. P.S- he needs to learn when/how to take a break during the school year.

Quinn

The quality of instruction was great. I gained a lot from taking this class and got experienced working on a film and behind the camera.Quinn

Tom is amazing. He was prepared, engaged, supportive, and welcoming. Tom cared so much about each and every one of his students. He put copious
amounts of hours into these projects and our education. He and Rick deserve all the praise for the projects in this course.

Quinn

He challenged me in my acting and I learned so much from the experiences in this class. My favorite class at IWU so far.Quinn

Question: Evaluate the Quality of Instruction. Within your response, you may discuss whether the instructor challenged you; opportunities the
instructor provided for student participation, meaningful discussion, and/or student questions during class; the clarity of class presentations or
lectures; the extent to which laboratory and/or clinical experiences were effectively integrated into the course; and the connection of class activities
to course goals.
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Spring 2021, THEA 342 Screenwriting Section 1
Instructor: Quinn, Thomas (Primary)

Illinois Wesleyan University

There were: 11 possible respondents.

There were no numeric responses to this evaluation.

No comments were found
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